
WRITING A DISCUSSION SECTION PSYCHOLOGY DEGREE

The discussion section is a framing section, like the Introduction, which returns to the Examples. Opening Paragraph --
restate RQ, then provide major result.

Consider Alternative Explanations of the Findings It is important to remember that the purpose of research is
to discover and not to prove. Analyzing vs. Make Suggestions for Further Research Although your study may
offer important insights about the research problem, other questions related to the problem likely remain
unanswered. If appropriate, refer the reader to a figure or table to help enhance the interpretation of the data.
Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon,  Avoid interpreting the results save this for the discussion. The discussion
section should remain focused on the findings of your study. If appropriate, note any unusual or unanticipated
patterns or trends that emerged from your results and explain their meaning in relation to the research
problem. Systematically explain the underlying meaning of your findings and state why you believe they are
significant. University of Florida; Yellin, Linda L. Do not introduce new results in the discussion. The order of
interpreting each major finding should be in the same order as they were described in your results section. It is
not a bibliography a list of the books you used. Additionally, our sample was predominantly Caucasian, and
thus, we do not know how these results would generalize to ethnic minority groups. University of Toronto;
Summary: Using it Wisely. Interpretation is a subjective exercise. Limitations Some study limitations merit
comment. Overall, the results of this study support the need for a large-scale randomized controlled trial. By
Saul McLeod , published Conducting a piece of research is a requirement for most psychology degree courses.
You will also be likely to write your paper according to APA style. Organize the discussion from the general
to the specific, linking your findings to the literature, then to theory, then to practice [if appropriate]. NOTE:
Besides the literature review section, the preponderance of references to sources in your research paper are
usually found in the discussion section. However, there is little empirical evidence to support this belief or to
guide the treatment of PTSD in individuals with co-occurring SUDs. While the introduction starts generally
and narrows down to the specific hypothesis, the discussion starts with the interpretation of the results, then
moves outwards to contextualize these findings in the general field. Several preliminary studies conducted in
the past several years suggest that exposure-based therapy can be used in individuals with cooccurring SUDs
and PTSD as long as careful attention is paid to substance use. M, SD, t, X2, F, p, d. Include spaces either side
of equals sign. In simple terms every time you refer to a name and date of a psychologist you need to reference
the original source of the information. This can be followed by any recommendations for further research.
Hypothesis: a more general claim or possible conclusion arising from the results [which may be proved or
disproved in subsequent research]. Annesley, Thomas M. It should not be written as a question. Later these
expectations are formally stated as the hypotheses. If you feel compelled to speculate, be certain that you
clearly identify your comments as speculation or as a suggestion for where further research is needed.
Otherwise, follow the general order you reported the findings in the results section. In other words, are there
any ways in which you could extend the present study to consider additional research questions? Results: The
results section of a paper usually present the descriptive statistics followed by inferential statistics. It is by
reading the Discussion that the marker will have the best idea whether you have really understood the
background literature, your own findings and what they mean. Never feebly conclude that further research is
required while leaving your reader to guess what that further research might entail. The main aim of the
Discussion is to explain your results by referring back to the theoretical background and previous findings
mentioned in the Introduction.


